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Zone Type & Name On Entity
Description:

The Zone Type and Name for a Zone is stored on the Zone entity in a complex manner. 
Both the Type and Name are carried together along with other control characters in a 
text string on the first text flag #vestr. Some of the control characters are not visible and 
will not show when displaying the text string, however they will be counted if the length 
of the text string - $len(string) - is queried or displayed. 

Flags:
The text string containing the Zone Type and Name may be extracted from the entity by 
selecting it. Once the database is pointed to the Zone entity, executing the $data 
command will place the text string containing the Zone Type and Name in the #vestr 
flag. This may be read using the $getvar utility - $getvar(#vestr).

Both the Zone Type and Zone Name are stored together on the same text string. 
The Type is stored first, then the Name. There are 2 “hidden” characters in the 
text string which provide information on how to separate the Type and Name. 
The first “hidden” character is the first character in the string. This is followed by 
the Type string. After the Type string is the second “hidden” character followed 
by the Name string.

The two hidden characters are important in that their ASCII table number 
represents the length of the Type and Name strings that follow them. The ASCII 
table number may be retrieved using the $asc() utility. The full string may be 
expressed as:

$chr(type length)Type$chr(name length)Name

where type length and name length are the length in number of characters of the 
Type and Name respectively.

itype=$asc(string.left.1)

Notes:

1. The $asc() utility is very useful for finding the ASCII table number of a single string 
character. The inverse of this is the $chr() utility which reports the string value of the 
given ASCII table number.
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Example:

For the examples - characters contained within the brackets [ ] are not visible.

Example 1:
For the Zone Type TEST and the Zone Name THING  - the Type and Name are 
carried on the Zone entity as follows:

[$chr(4)]TEST[$chr(5)]THING

If displayed it would appear as:

TESTTHING

however it would still query as 11 characters long - $len(string).

The ASCII table number of the first character is 4. This indicates that the next 4 
characters comprise the Zone Type. Following that is a single character with the ASCII 
table number of 5. This indicates that the 5 characters that follow it are the Zone Name.
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